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hello, i am looking for a photoshop
elements 9.0.1 or 9.2 version to use on
windows xp. i am a happy adobe customer
and am satisfied with the cc product suite,
but i feel that the products are not as
feature rich on the mac platform. if you can
provide this version for download, i will
purchase it immediately. i cannot find a
version for the mac for either version of
elements. i have already purchased one
from micro center. hello, i am not sure if it
is my mac or if it is a glitch, but the latest
version of adobe photoshop elements 11 is
not installing on my mac. i downloaded the
64 bit version and i am downloading it onto
my windows 8 machine. i am going to
install it on my windows 7 machine also. if
you can help me with this, i would
appreciate it. i can send you the link to the
adobe download link. hello, i am a happy
adobe customer. i am not sure if this is a
glitch or i need to do some work to get my
mac to install the latest version of
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photoshop elements, but the latest version
is not installing. activate your elements
products to validate your software license
and associate them with the computers on
which you use those products. activation is
a mandatory process that requires the
software to connect to adobe servers via
the internet. activation helps protect your
computers and environment from malicious
code by verifying that you have genuine
adobe software. i recently purchased
photoshop elements 11 from the apple
store and the problem is that, when i try to
save a file, nothing happens. it opens the
file, but won't save it. i need to force quit
and restart it. the computer is running
windows 7. i have uninstalled and re-
installed photoshop elements many times
and still nothing happens.
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i dont know if anybody can help me but i
would like to ask about photoshop, is it
really a good tool for me to work with? i
have no experience in using any kind of

image editing software, so i'd like to know
whether i can trust in it or not. i love this

software for video editing, but i really have
a problem with the main program. i've tried

to learn how to use it, but there is a very
complicated setup i don't understand. i'm
not a programmer, just want to learn the
basics for video editing. is it possible to

make a video without using photoshop? i
would like to know if it is possible to create
a video out of a series of photos. with the
sequence of photos i mean to say that i do
not have a specific sequence of photos in
mind when i am creating a video. i would

rather use something like camtasia or
adobe premier elements and then transfer
the results to photoshop. i hope that this
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makes sense. i have a fairly new laptop
and i have downloaded a basic copy of

photoshop elements 10 but it says that my
graphics memory is only 256mb. my other
adobe products work fine. is there any way
to increase the graphics memory? hello, i

an very unhappy with adobe and the
premiere elements 11. i installed late last

summer and was working just great until in
january when it will no longer load. i have
talked with adobe help line and they had

suggested to uninstall and re-install
completely which i have done several

times now. i have also taken their advice
and updated all of my graphics drivers etc.
i have even tried to install the 64bit version
as i thought this may be the problem since
i am running 64 and did not install this in

the summer but the 32bit version.
5ec8ef588b
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